Riggs Shield™ - for reduced use of force and improved officer safety.
Designed and patented by law enforcement for law enforcement.

You’re about to be hit with a club for no apparent
reason. If you’re law enforcement, you have
seconds to make a decision. One that could change
your life forever. Will you go home to your family at
the end of your shift, or end up in the hospital, the
morgue or on the evening news sparking protests
and law suits? Officers are in a very challenging
position today.
The country is asking for change. The Riggs Shield™
can make a difference.

Give your officers a non-lethal tool to defend themselves that provides more time to
react and de-escalate a situation quickly with minimal use-of-force.

BENEFITS
• A low-cost, non-lethal tool.
• Deploys in seconds.
• Increases reaction time.
• Reduces use of force.
• Improves officer and suspect
safety.
• De-escalates incidents
quickly.
• Instinctive use of shield.
• Includes contact-free written
training program for optimal
benefits.
• Identifies officer as POLICE,
SHERIFF, CORRECTIONS
or SECURITY.

Officers know that the longer it takes to de-escalate an
incident, the greater the chance of injury. The Riggs
Shield™ is a defensive tool that allows an officer to
subdue a suspect quickly, reducing the need for
offensive tools, which can result in potential injury to a
suspect or officer.
The Riggs Shield™ is the fastest deploying ballistic
shield that can mount to the inside of a patrol car door
– not buried in the trunk. This NIJ Level IIIa shield is
rated to stop up to .44 Magnum, 240 grain pistol rounds
without penetration. The shield protects the officer’s
vulnerable head and neck that are not protected by
body armor. It exceeded NIJ Level III stab tests and in
most cases broke off the knife tip. See the videos where
we put the shield to the test at
www.PoliceBallisticShield.com/ballistics

The Riggs Shield™ protects officers on bikes, in jails and on patrol from stabs, clubs, punches,
gunshots, and projectiles, yet leaves their hands free.
The Riggs Shield™ doesn’t conduct electricity, so it also defends against stun guns and tasers. Unlike
larger shields, it is light enough to carry for long periods.
Officers who attended the on-site Riggs Shield Training Program were surprised to feel how the force
of a hit was diminished and didn’t transfer into their bodies due to the shield’s patented design,
material and padding. They found the 5-pound shield to be well-balanced and instinctive, so they
were able to run and use their equipment without restriction - and with little or no training. But to
get the most out of the shield, we offer an extensive online training program, formerly $600 for FREE
at https://policeballisticshield.com/training
FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Size: 8.5” x 16.5” x 4”
Weight: 5 pounds
Ballistics: NIJ Shot Level IIIa and Stab Level III
Clear Identification: Plain, or free imprint with POLICE, SHERIFF, or SECURITY.
Colors:
o Shield: Black, OD Green, Coyote Tan
o Imprint: White, black, or gold text. Full color department badge imprint available.
Light rail: Picatinny light rail for optional light.
Mount: Door mount can be mounted temporarily with industrial Velcro or mounted
permanently with screws.
Cost:
o $369 for Riggs Shield with mount for inside a patrol car.
o $325 for Riggs Shield without car mount.
o Includes contact-free written training program.

Read the top 20 success stories where the Riggs Shield saved officers from injury and, in most cases,
prevented the need for lethal force at https://policeballisticshield.com/news
Stay safe.
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